Flynn Gives Greens Quick Spray

JOE FLYNN, supt. at Metropolis CC in White Plains, N. Y., sprays greens quickly and effectively with a 10-ft. boom mounted on a homemade carriage.

There are 10 nozzles on the boom spaced one foot apart. The carriage is made from %-in. pipe and two mower transport wheels. The long length of hose is attached to the power sprayer.

The equipment is stopped alongside the green to the power sprayer. Spraying starts on the far side of the green. The two operators move forward and then return backwards across the green. This pattern is continued until the surface is covered.

Spraying of a green is a fast operation using the Flynn method. It is done in a matter of minutes. With this method, uniform application is assured.

"On the Green" Latest of USGA Education Films

The latest addition to the USGA's "Golf House" film library is "On the Green," which covers the rules of golf. Complete booking information can be obtained from National Educational Films, Inc., 165 W. 46th st., New York 36. Prints are in great demand and requests for the film should be made at least a month in advance. Other films available are "Golf's Longest Hour," 18 minutes, and "Inside Golf House," 28 minutes.

"On the Green" lasts 18 minutes and is in full color. It was photographed at Mid- Ocean Club in Bermuda and thoroughly covers putting rules.

Rutgers University (New Brunswick, N. J.) turfgrass field day is scheduled for Aug. 26. Observation of research plots will be held at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.